With self-lubricating technology, could this be the best (and cleverest) sex toy ever?

COSMOPOLITAN

...lubrication in play
Cascade Ripple

- Satin smooth silicone
- Rippled tip for added stimulation
- LubePlay™ self-lubrication technology
- Inter Changeable lubricant cartridges
- 9 Vibration settings
- USB Magnetic charging system

Colour options...

- Blue Item Code – CR001
  UPC – 5060335690029
- Purple Item code – CR002
  UPC – 5060335690036
- Pink Item Code – CR003
  UPC – 5060335690043

Cascade Wave

- Satin smooth silicone
- Rippled shaft for added stimulation
- LubePlay™ self-lubrication technology
- Inter Changeable lubricant cartridges
- 9 Vibration settings
- USB Magnetic charging system

Colour options...

- Blue Item Code – CW001
  UPC – 5060335690081
- Purple Item code – CW002
  UPC – 5060335690098
- Pink Item Code – CW003
  UPC – 5060335690104

Cascade Flow

- Satin smooth silicone
- LubePlay™ self-lubrication technology
- Inter Changeable lubricant cartridges
- 9 Vibration settings
- USB Magnetic charging system

Colour options...

- Blue Item Code – CF001
  UPC – 5060335690050
- Purple Item code – CF002
  UPC – 5060335690067
- Pink Item Code – CF003
  UPC – 5060335690074
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Cascade Ripple Single Sheaths

- For use with all Cascade self-lubricating sex toys
- 100% satin smooth silicone
- Rippled tip for added stimulation

Colour options...
- Blue Item Code – SR001
  UPC – 5060335690111
- Purple Item Code – SR002
  UPC – 5060335690128
- Pink Item Code – SR003
  UPC – 5060335690135

Cascade Wave Single Sheaths

- For use with all Cascade self-lubricating sextoys
- 100% satin smooth silicone
- Rippled shaft for added stimulation

Colour options...
- Blue Item Code – SW001
  UPC – 5060335690173
- Purple Item Code – SW002
  UPC – 5060335690180
- Pink Item Code – SW003
  UPC – 5060335690197

Cascade Flow Single Sheaths

- For use with all Cascade self-lubricating sextoys
- 100% satin smooth silicone
- Flawless smooth design

Colour options...
- Blue Item Code – SF001
  UPC – 5060335690142
- Purple Item Code – SF002
  UPC – 5060335690159
- Pink Item Code – SF003
  UPC – 5060335690166

Lubricant cartridge triple packs

- Waterbased CE lubricant cartridges compatible with Cascade Self-Lubricating Vibrators
- Long lasting Silky feel
- Gentle waterbased formula
- For use with Cascades LubePlay™ system
- Contains 3 cartridges of 22ml

Item Code – LPC001
UPC – 5060335690012
About Cascade

Cascade products are the first to feature Lube Play™, the world’s first true self-lubrication technology.

Cascade and LubePlay™ Technology have been developed to allow you the freedom to explore and discover a new way to play. Combining a luxury vibrator with the ability to release just the right amount of lubricant at the touch of a button, Cascade, is a truly unique experience.

Designed in the UK by the dedicated team at Love Life Products, then created using the finest quality materials and lovingly packaged to complete the experience. For you or with a partner, Cascade products will add a new element to your play.

Watch the Animation!

...lubrication in play